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Leviathan is Colorado College’s journal for
literary & visual arts. It features only the work
of Colorado College students and is published
four times a year.
his is the fourth issue of the 2017-2018
academic year.

he prose and poetry in this issue were
chosen as winners of the Evelyn Bridges
Poetry Contest and James Yafe Prize for
Short Fiction. he English Department
presents these awards annually. We have
also included an open submissions section.
Join us at Leviathan Live
May 6, 2018 3-5pm
322 E. Cache la Poudre

Leviathan is a Cutler Publication.
Work published in Leviathan is
selected entirely from student submissions.
he editors encourage submissions from the
entire Colorado College community.
Send submissions to leviathan.magazine@gmail.com

@leviathan.mag
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he Leviathan at CC

Beckley Stearns
untitled
sculpture
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Beckley Stearns
untitled
sculpture installation
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EVELYN BRIDGES POETRY CONTEST
Third Place Winner

August
I tap the surface of the water,
A salt itch on my inger.
A cluster of sea-moss ebbs and lows
Towards me
And then dusk sets in.
My vessel sways towards the
Billowing waves beyond the reef.
I let it.
I look down, squinting beyond
he moon on the surface,
And I see a curve of light
Wrap my boat,
Swallow the water.
he plankton are here.
heir honeyed bodies
Casting the side of my boat
In a dusky yellow
Glow.
It won’t be long before
he tinseled moon hides
Behind the clouds,
And all is dark
Here on the Atlantic.
by Mary Murphy
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Gabe Jacobs
“Undergrowth”
oil on 1/8” MDF board
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Gabe Jacobs
“Lichen”
oil on 1/8” MDF board

EVELYN BRIDGES POETRY CONTEST
Second Place Winner

Mid-Winter Storm
Spirits leered outside the door.
When they passed, skin
pocked like a moon’s
surface spilled
from the backs of their gowns.
I was one, drifting too
day after day in and out
of the gaudy hospital room.
For a long time,
I thought nothing of this.
Just as the week before
I had thought nothing
of rogue snow falling
from a bright blue morning.
You let the inexplicable be.
hough there was one man
in the cafeteria who heeded
the oddities of the weather.
He had one eye, and spoke
in slow, broken
phrases, like he was mulling
over an immense hypothesis,
as he tried to tame the spell
onto his tongue.
As if by giving voice to
sunlit snow he might reclaim
a rule that ordered
long white halls
and radiant winter.

by Gabriel Fine
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Chinatown, 2003
How about the duck is what my grandmother
says from beneath her billowing head
of thin, auburn-dyed hair before
we start arguing about politics. We’re sinking
into bulbous pleather seats, the wide ceilings
and long lights around us saved from sterility only
by the gold and red-painted dragons
rimming the walls and laminated menus. And what
about the Gulf, Colin Powell, anthrax? he words
fan out like stirred silt through the large room.
We are all liberals here, is what I naively think
will curb this discussion. he waiter hands us
a plate of wontons, folded like the burst of
a car bomb on the porcelain plate. My father’s response
would be pedantic if he weren’t both wise
and bitter. Gaga says something about hope but
he cuts into it like knife to artiicial crab meat.
My mother, in the midst of this, rolls her eyes, stays
quiet. A sound of clattering pans echoes
from the kitchen. Eddie and I, at least, Gaga says
of her dead husband. We believed something
could change. he word communist spills
like a dropped dish from her mouth.
hree plates of duck, tawny and speckled
with steamed greens are placed on our table
as my father scofs, weary of anything
ideological these days (his constitution, he once
told me, is he Beatles’ “Revolution”). Gaga stifens
defensively, the red-trimmed walls looming. Don’t act
like you were in the Party, my father says, imagining
her gallivanting around Navy Pier or sandy-toed across
the Tel Aviv beach. But Eddie. Blacklisted.
Neighborhood meetings, Gaga counters indignantly. Quietly,
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I sit and place a piece of duck in my mouth. It tastes salty––almost
briny––and dry, tough. I wonder if this is what the meat
of memory tastes like? Is this the sinewy, parched faith
in history my grandmother still tirelessly eats of?
When my father eventually waves of
the conversation, he sends back the duck
for a plate of sesame chicken. I do the same. We move on
to other innocuous subjects, sometimes fall silent.
But Gaga chews away at that brackish bird, as if
it might suddenly ly away. For a brief moment,
she looks regal in this palatial space, crimson hair
on crimson wall. Years later, I realize she meant at least
she had a principle to pit against the darkness,
some gnarled, saline substance to live on––

by Gabriel Fine
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Beckley Stearns
untitled
mobile sculptures

Anne MacLeod
“Slip”
silver gelatin print
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Anne MacLeod
“Lunat”
silver gelatin print
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EVELYN BRIDGES POETRY CONTEST
First Place Winner
Sketches of Wednesday Morning
Dust rises in the kitchen,
asking the light to make
lines of the room,
I let smoke linger to make more.
Window-wire birds scoop brush
no bigger than ingers
to build nests in the dogwoods,
by other nests, by other dogwoods.
Hear leaves push the world
up. Greasewood and witch hazel
crack asphalt, little towers
greeting feet as they come down.
Nails creak through wood
while the roofers sing
to their hammers like wives,
begging them for lunch to come.
houghts of my father, the chef
beating at cutting boards,
who comes to me only in dreams
and small strips of tomato.
She’d pulled a hair from my cheek,
twirled it between her ingers
and asked me to go. Outside, happy
to see the misty proof of breath.

by Kelan Nee
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I-90, After Christmas Supper
Headed down the Cape, the car hit ice,
rolled a ditch of the pike.
Shattered glass. Fractured South Shore sunset.
Chuck cracked his head of a rock.
Running to the packie, Johnny called 9-1-1
waving his arms, slipping on the pavement.
Steam rose from the muscles in his back,
just visible where the metal had torn his shirt.
In the wreck I held Chuck’s neck, cooed
while he murmured about his Ma.
Told him I knew. hat he’d be ine.
But I wanted to walk to the woods, where the trees would be
wide, hold the shape of my body behind them—
I can’t feel my feet bud. It fuckin hurts wicked bad
I knew, my head hurt. he forest started to blur.
I heard sirens. Closed my eyes, to watch light
sift through skin, to feel my hands tighten
around the petals of his frame.
he last thing I thought before darkness
peeled the color away was the ambulances
sounded like music. Metronomic and growing,
a great wailing of our mothers, screaming
us awake. Just to get the fuck outta bed one more time.

by Kelan Nee
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Fences
A poem is a fence. It keeps the cattle
both caged and allows them to roam.
It gives the little girl a spotted dress
and small shoes, lets her play in the yard.
Allows the scandents to spiral up, paint
the pickets leshy green and cool to touch.
It will rot, or be grazed by the gleaming
fender of a moving car. Collapse, tumble,
rest in the yard like a body. hen you rebuild,
decide what is held in, what is left outside.
Listen: I stufed my mouth with blueberries
in my fathers back yard, while he leaned
against wooden beam and wire, drinking
a beer, laughing, smiling at my hands
so stained it looked like they had been
inside of an animal. It is not my only
memory of him, and certainly not the best
but we were both happy then, later,
leaning, letting our forearms take in
the wire as we pushed into it, leaving
lines like faded scars across our veins.

by Kelan Nee
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Amelia Atencio
“A pebble”
mixed media
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Amelia Atencio
“Lightly, child, lightly”
mixed media
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JAMES YAFFE PRIZE FOR SHORT FICTION
Third Place Winner
he hings (You Tell Me)
By Kendal McGinnis
Sometimes you imagine your stepmom in
lingerie in a setting that is diferent from the one you
are in but just as mundane. Like, in line for chow
mein at an airport terminal, all purple and silky,
among T-shirts and bobbing heads with hamburgers and Wet Floor signs on dry loors. But—c’mon,
baby! How inappropriate of you! Your own stepmom! Slurping down a noodle covered in styrofoam
teriyaki, all purple and silky, barefoot on soy-sauced
linoleum.
You revel in the grotesque of your own
thoughts. In fact, it is your favorite thing about
yourself. But baby, baby, nothing about your subtleties and your Vonnegut obsession can change the fact
that Kathy Acker died on your 2nd birthday. (Happy
birthday!) Or, the fact that during the 2008 inancial
crisis you were learning to play the clarinet and taking tennis lessons, and the only thing that kept you
up at night was the sinking canopy of your canopy
bed—an undulating canopy breathing with the California breeze.
he irst time you saw your stepmom’s
breasts you were at the orthodontist’s oice. Her
breasts leaned in to check out the metal in your
mouth and grazed your forehead like staticky balloons. Her breasts are nice. I’ve seen them too. A
bouncing fervor in a sing-songy blouse; a plasticized
aura; a lush, midnight niche where they meet and
you don’t say this but that’s the part you like, especially.
he second time you saw your stepmom’s
breasts they were on the TV. It was a Sunday afternoon at your grandpa’s and the winter sky blistered
a Taos beige. Your grandpa’s name was Wilbur. (He
is given a name because we’re not pretending, here,
that we don’t live in a patriarchal society and we’re
also not pretending, here! that your stepmom means
anything more to you than her brilliant breasts.)
Wilbur lived in a spaceship made of empty Marti-
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nelli’s. Wilbur was kind of quirky, meaning, he liked
Martinelli’s and porn from the ‘80s. Okay, it’s not
like you watched porn with your grandpa, you say,
fucking obviously! But he also didn’t care if you were
in the room or if it was the middle of the day. When
your stepmom came onto Wilbur’s screen, he snorted, Yahoo! My son married a porn star. Korea made
Wilbur oblivious, a smiling insanity. He also had
night terrors, but this—this, you tell me only later.
You were surprised by the intrigue of your stepmom’s
nipple. Pink, succulent, like a rainbow care-bear in
the summertime. It rested on a breast on a translucent lime-green inner-tube in a blow-up baby pool
on a turf lawn—all on grandpa’s boxy television
which sat on a cofee table made of empty Martinelli’s.
he perfect nipple. You now see her nipple
every time you eat a pink-lemonade lavored popsicle
or think of grandpa.
***
Did I tell you, you don’t breathe at all when
you speak. You don’t breath when you speak so you
sound like one big sentence underwater. Breathless, arid. Paragraphs with no punctuation. Vapid
philosophizing, sense and no sense. Stuf like, the
day you lost the science fair was the day you learned
blessings were privileges and hell! your life is fucked,
too, ‘cause you gotta live with your piece of shit self,
all fake smiles and white teeth ‘cause you got them
lasered that way the month before so you could look
good on a date so you could fuck him so you could
tell your friends—and it’s blank from there. (hese
conventions, the bullshit lotsam that sits on your entrails like gumballs, they get inside you and you learn
to love and hate them like that new car smell except
this shit stays.) I listen because my heart skips a beat
when you ramble. Like, semicolons on the sidewalk.
Today I am funny. Today I am your best friend.

Today I touch your knee for the last time, as the car
rolls along the freeway in the gray of sky and cement.
Later you will tell me that I am boring, not worth it,
waste-of-time. In college, you will call me, fucked up,
and say, Kinny! Never get this fucked up. So I will
never get that fucked up. Later, when we’re twentysix, you will call me and say, Kinny, never have
children, okay? So I will never have children, okay.
Even later, you will apologize for telling me that I am
boring, not worth it, waste-of-time. But by then it’s
too late and I’ll be on the couch in someone’s basement looking petty like a croissant, smoking insouciance until I crumble.
Today I get in your car to drive to school
in silence and you say yes these are army pants I’m
wearing in solidarity with the white liberals of the
‘60s and yes they say Fuck Your Wars but Not Your
Fashion and yes we’re evading the entrenched association with hip hop culture and the military industrial
complex and yes the pants say Privilege and yes I
paid $40 for them and yes fuck you if you hate them.
I say cool and you plug in the aux. You like to rhyme
alongside empty beats on the way to school, like—as
if I’m not even in the car.
Here we go, Yeah
his a freestyle, his a freestyle
Panic at the disco, vomit on the tile
We are to rap what the car is to mile
Kind of hard to spit bars when we’re
Constantly spitting bile
Your hands are somehow of the wheel and
I think of Our Summer—the summer that you were
so gay and liberated that you got a Sappho tattoo on
your ribcage and you let me touch you on the swing
sets behind the graveyard. Louder, now, until I can’t
hear my own fear of your sex and swagger:
I am too stream of consciousness
I’m like Remus and Romulus raised by Virginia Woolf
Except I never had a room of my own, I had cages
Maybe, I’m too blunt with my blazes, too
High on my rages, taking pills to be weightless
I used to eat paper and now I eat pages
If you gimme a test, I’m gonna tank it and

If you gotta speech, please save it for the banquet
hat summer, you were my only anything:
our days, in shroud, the hours spent burying you in
leaves behind the tombstones. You, reading Audre
Lorde (or something), and Me, watching your lips
open and close in slo-mo like the doors to a hotel
elevator. You, sneaking into your brother DJ’s room
to get his graphic novels with the womyn who look
like us and don’t—like us but spikier, with acute triangles for noses, green crowns for hair. But today we
are on the trek to school. You are bad at rapping and
I am sitting quiet with my eyes closed thinking about
what you said about synthetic meats and salads with
personalities.
When your grandpa Wilbur died, your dad
Dave moved your family from a big house in Albuquerque to a smaller house with a plum tree in Long
Beach. Here, your brother DJ’s room and yours share
a Dutch door in-between them. DJ is two years older
and was very debonair in the high school way, meaning, he was on the lacrosse team and often brought
home girls to use them for their bodies. On the days
DJ brought home girls to use them for their bodies,
it was awkward that your rooms share a Dutch door.
Some of the girls were younger than you and naive
enough to bring their backpacks full of books (so as
to open them and look inside). As if! As if they knew!
Others came ready with their push-up bras. As if they
knew the half of it!
his (here!) is when nonsense fucking and
boys that come with conviction became your lullaby, your relaxation, your time to journal. Bouts of
uggghhhh and yells of, inally, exasperation are still
your sunsets. Your poetry. And you will spend the
rest of your life trying to relive the fretful, boyish orgasm behind the Dutch door. hough, they are never
close enough and your life will be as banal as boiling
Bow Tie pasta at 3 AM.
After DJ almost drowned in a suring accident his senior year, his voice became deep and
befuddled. You don’t recognize his voice anymore
through the Dutch door, even in his moments—back
from State with his Greek letters for hanksgiving—
of self-pity masturbation on the bean bag. So now
you watch gay male porn with your headphones
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in to fall asleep as if these moans are your saltwater
lesh. his I know about you because when I used
to sleepover, for real, and feel the heat of your foot,
magnetic on my ankle, with the horses of your nightlight whisking around the room in a dayglo strobe—
like the Northern Lights but stallions—the static
always woke me up to catch your Laptop, open,
streaming two men—puckered with the weight of
labbergasts and global catastrophe and homophobia
and your foot on my ankle—rollicking in a jacuzzi.
You kissed your irst boy last summer at
midnight. Me, sleeping drunkenly in your bed, and
You, ripping bong in DJ’s room with his best friend
Conrad playing Skate on the Xbox. When DJ went
to the bathroom, Conrad handed you his controller.
And—oh, shit! In your hands! hese hands, inally
splintered by shards of shattered glass ceiling, was in
all its glory a skateboarding silhouette dancing on the
screen. But before you could dance, his tongue was
on your neck. You hated it, but you still bragged the
next morning that Conrad will be the best husband,
how cute his hair is, his Buick is, how cute is our
toddler in a wetsuit. Kinny! you said. You gotta try
it. By it, you meant Boys. By it, you meant, We are
forever lost except I will still drive you to school in
the mornings with the gray of sky and cement.
All of us is left in the before: before, in Our
Summer, when we drove to Taos from Long Beach
with your dad Dave at the wheel and your stepmom’s
breasts admiring themselves in the passenger-seat
mirror. Dave talked about selling your grandpa’s
spaceship as if it were as frivolous as butter and you
hated him for it. It was my irst time out of California. he road was sunny through the dunes East of
Los Angeles and windy like a hair dryer the rest of
the way and I thought, maybe it was only California that held the sun in-between its thighs. On the
second day, we stopped at a Mexican restaurant on a
reservation in Arizona and you had no fun because
your stepmom’s breasts were mostly covered by the
menu. You poked at your chile relleno and drew Holocaust stars on the napkins. You ordered a margarita
even though we were ifteen and then rolled your
eyes when they ID-ed you. When a mojito came for
Dave, you took me out of boredom into the bathroom with the DAMAS sign. hey weren’t nice like
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your stepmom’s, but you only wanted something to
hold onto.
You got back in the car after dinner as if you
were destined for the backseat. When the car was
dark enough, you leaned forward as if to grab the
large McDonald’s Sprite in the cup holder, only to
see what your stepmom’s breasts looked like in their
sleep—were they knocked out, were they twitching
in their dreams? I fell asleep with the headlights and
woke up when you bit my ear, whispering a rhyme
into me that I would later call “Wilbur.” Your breath,
like tepid thunder.
his a freestyle, you don’t have to tell me!
He lived in a spaceship made of empty Martinelli’s
Bottles uncorked, captured in the green that’s Kelly
His ceilings were honey, his carpets were jellies
He used to puncture belly buttons on sugar bellies
hen he held himself together on the armchair
Conversing with the porn from the Eighties
Waking up in Korea every night yelling Save Me
I lived under your canopy bed the summer
after Our Summer. I lived under your canopy bed because my half-sister asked me to leave her place when
I made a joke about her and her boyfriend Roger
naming their child after a smoothie because Roger
worked at a tropical smoothie place on dog beach
and what was so tropical about Roger selling smoothies in a visor? So I called you and you picked me up.
Once you saw the apartment complex I lived in with
the Japanese graiti in a sprawl on the garage, you
called your own house aesthetically void. And okay,
yes, it is still awkward when I visit my half-nephew—
Strawberry Tsunami.
All summer I laid beneath you on a zebra
pillow pet. By the end of the summer, the cord of
your Laptop and an abandoned Babolat and the
whistling sss shh of your nostrils became my canopy.
Some nights that summer, at 2 AM, Conrad came
into your room from Xbox. To ask you questions,
can I get on the bed, can I cuddle, can I touch you,
to awkwardly jockey his way inside you. (I imagined
him getting hard thinking about the PAUSED on the
screen next door, inishing to the image of himself
pressing SELECT > CONTINUE.) (And I imagined

you, baby, the whole time thinking about putting
your retainer back in your mouth. Or, maybe, thinking about me.)
One night, after Conrad left through the
Dutch door, you summoned me from underneath
the bed. I drew letters onto your calves so that you
could guess the words at the end.
When I lived under your bed, I learned that
your bombs of insolence are propelled by a noble rebellion. Or else, you don’t get enough attention and
your tantrums are as trivial as a toddler who hates
spaghetti. Sometimes when Dave and your stepmom’s breasts are talking in the living room, you go
in, pick up a chair and throw it at the wall until the
wood splits. I learned, too, that the things you tell
me, with the brilliance of self-discovery, are things I
already know. And yes, baby! Maybe my life is forever beneath the canopy bed—forever the hallways of
our high school. You, hopping with the efervescence
of adult braces and Me, following you like fatuous
sandals, however sinuous.
Yes, you bet: later you will call me just to say
Hi.
Yes, later, when we’re twenty-four, you will
ask to meet me at an art museum in Los Angeles.
And you will be on drugs in a fun way, and I will
be late to meet you and come so hungry that every
Rothko will look like jam on toast or an open-faced
cheese sandwich.
Even later, when we’re thirty-two, you will
invite me to your son’s seventh birthday and I will
come with a plastic helicopter only with the hope
that at the end of the party—while the moms in ponytails scatter to ind their sons—I will be able to get
real, real close until my inger kneads the waistband
of your yoga pant and say, hank you for having me.

atable and now when we pull into your parking space
and now when we worm our way into the backseat.

***
We met when we were fourteen, in English class
on Sonnet Day. I read mine aloud. It was bad, but
it must have meant something because my voice
cracked a little in the middle. You said it was beautiful and then we were friends. I close my eyes and
relive my own poem sometimes in my head on the
way to school—like, now when the rhymes of your
freestyles start to become so slant that they’re unpal-

Today I ask to touch you because I’m nervous.

A doodle scratches sand, a yellow blotch.
he waves among the crowd are pleasing, yes!
And I, a lower: pink with yellow locks—
Yes, me! I watch the jumping boy caress
A peach, and oh!—oh my!—he puckers, sour!
So bleached a reddish color by the sun.
Beside his shadow, watching hand on hour,
Is Dad who hates the sand, the sandy ton.
Until the rays fall lat, they sit and stay;
Until Mom’s name, dug deep, is washed away.
-Kinny
Sonnet Day was the last of poetry for me
because I can’t write anything that feels honest anymore. I can’t write anything that feels honest because
I’m nervous. I’m nervous that I’m boring, not worth
it, waste-of-time. I’m nervous that I’m as boring as
a gluten-free gummy worm on a Monday night. I’m
nervous that I coast on ego on regret on being a tool.
Nervous, I coast on making fun of people who aren’t
always on that good shit—that ego, regret, that being
a tool. Nervous, the closest thing I will ever get to intimacy, after this, is lathering moisturizers behind my
earlobes in the dark. Or, thinking of you. And baby,
baby, it’s okay that you won’t ask about me later, ask
about why I will drop out of college when I pass my
mom—cigarettes for eyes—pushing a grocery cart
beneath the freeway to a tent by the river. It’s okay
that you won’t ask about my wrinkled enslavement to
your life. Like, you are my therapist prescribing the
sun but you are also the sun.
So, I promise.

You’re not fragile, I’m just nervous.
So, here is us, seventeen and breathing in
soft synchronicity, in our high school parking lot before school with boys in white pants staring into their
gloves in the outield no more than thirty feet away.
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Elsa Bonyhadi
“Dys-Morph”
installation
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JAMES YAFFE PRIZE FOR SHORT FICTION
Second Place Winner
hree Times
By Rowan Wilson
Andrea counted to three and then to three
again and once again before she could get out of bed.
She turned the light switch up and down, up and
down, up and down. She brushed her teeth three
times, checked to make sure she remembered her
phone three times, breathed in and out three times
because she didn’t know how to do things any other
way. It was safe, it was crazy, and it was a secret.
Andrea had been depending on three since
she was young. Five or six years old, maybe. It started
around the time she broke her arm when she fell of
the high point of a seesaw straight onto her elbow.
Her brother laughed as he sat on the other side, safely
resting on the ground. In the ER, Andrea was in
pain and the nurse squeezed her hand and said, “Just
count to three honey. It will make you feel better.”
here was no one in the kitchen when Andrea jumped down the last three stairs, made a sharp
turn, and slid on her socks over the tiles. She opened
the fridge three times before she let herself pull out
the orange juice. Lace curtains covered the half window above the sink, and Andrea pushed them to the
sides so she could imagine that it was summer in the
backyard.
It looked grey. hree crows hopped across
the yellowing grass, and the ropes on the swing in the
back of the yard rippled with wind. Nothing, Andrea
thought, looked more terrible.
Andrea washed her dishes three times looking out at this scene in the back. Her father’s ist suddenly appeared and tugged the plate and the fork out
of her hands as she was washing, and the shock made
both of them drop the plate into a sink full of soapy
water. It splashed the bubbles and water high into
the air and into their faces, into their hair. Her father
wiped his sleeve over his face, his ingers through his
hair and plucked the plate out of the sink and placed
it into the drying rack with all the others.
***
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he bell rang four times and Mr. Cornerstone closed the door and locked it. Andrea sat in
the middle of the four by four square of desk chairs
doodling triangles into her notebook. Mr. Cornerstone taught high school Geometry and liked to
show of his magic tricks at the ends of classes. He
wasn’t very good but he was good enough to impress
a group of students trying to pass a diicult class. Mr.
Cornerstone picked a piece of chalk of the metal rim
below the blackboard and started to write out the
irst homework question in slow letters that dropped
a few imaginary lines when he had to look down
at the sheet of paper in his shaky hand. He was old
enough to retire but something kept him there in
front of the classroom. He asked Andrea to answer
the question but she wasn’t paying attention. She
wasn’t even paying attention to the triangle doodles
encroaching onto her homework and covering some
of the numbers in these angles and lines.
“Andrea, are you listening?” Mr. Cornerstone
scowled and pointed his chalk directly at Andrea.
“Yes?” She stared at her homework, covered
in triangles. “Which question again? Sorry sir.”
“Number one.”
he problem was on her page under a blanket of thick triangular lines. But the answer was too
hard to read through the tiny triangles scribbled over
the messy circle around it. “It’s…” She couldn’t even
see the unit and her triangles felt mean. Mr. Cornerstone looked at her through his tiny rectangular
glasses and frowned.
After school Andrea ate three chocolate chip
cookies. hey were still warm because her mother
had baked them speciically for her. She sat eating
them when her mother moved to the table to sit next
to her, in the chair across from the one she always sat
in. She grabbed a cookie too, and Andrea was happy
because she never ate cookies.
“Was your day better?” her mother asked.

“No.”
he lace curtain was pulled back over the
half window above the sink. Andrea looked for the
crows but all she could see was sky.
hat night Andrea brushed her teeth three
times. She looked in the mirror at her two eyes and
spit out her foamy white toothpaste. he bathroom
was dark for the third time when her mother came
in and hugged Andrea. She was walking out through
the doorway and her mother was walking in but the
hug was still surprising even with the light from the
hall.
he ghosts in Andrea’s room had three
heads and three arms and three legs. Sometimes they
crowded around her bed and whimpered into her
ears. hey whispered about the end. Andrea hated
their eyes. hey stared at her soul and she wanted
to cry but her eyes were so dry with the ghosts all
around the room that her tears felt imagined too.
She had trouble falling to sleep. Her parents told
her to count things in her head but she couldn’t get
past three so instead she closed her eyes and held
her breath for as long as she could. When her head
started to get light and her body felt tingly she let her
breath out slowly in pulses of three. Sometimes then
her eyes would close and she would remember her
body was tired.
In and out, in and out, in and out, Andrea’s
breaths were moving the bed. She dreamt of an icedover lake surrounded by ferns and trees drooping
over with heavy ice-covered branches. Right below
the small rock where she was standing, Andrea saw
a crow trapped under the ice with its wings spread
and its feathers rumpled. Its beak was wide open and
when she bent down to listen to the bird’s gurgling
words, she woke up and everything seemed grey
again. Nothing was downstairs except empty cofee
cups. Two empty cofee cups and Andrea didn’t drink
cofee. She washed the dishes. She washed the dishes.
She washed the dishes.
Mornings were the worst.
***
It was a total disaster. Andrea watched her
watch tick and her mouth felt so dry that it hurt. he
door was locked like it was every day inside of Mr.

Cornerstone’s classroom. She counted to three again
and again and again. he bell rang four times before
Mr. Cornerstone admitted that he didn’t know who
had the right card in their hand. It wasn’t Andrea and
she melted out of the door holding the disturbing
satisfaction that Mr. Cornerstone was a phony magician.
Mac sat next to Andrea in Geometry, and
again in English, and then again in French. She
tapped her toe against the leg of her chair and tried
to ignore the mysterious change in seating while Mac
was staring at her. She never talked much to Mac
because he usually sat in the back and he and his
friends smoked weed in the stairwell during lunch.
Andrea’s father wouldn’t like him, but she thought he
was oddly intriguing even though she would never
tell him that.
During French class they had a substitute
teacher who turned on a documentary without saying a word. Andrea opened her notebook, picked
up a blue pen, and started to draw triangles. Mac
was watching her and she could feel his eyes but she
didn’t want to have to acknowledge him there in the
middle of the ilm. He put his foot on top of her tapping toes and held it there, still.
“What are you doing?” Andrea hissed. he
foot rolled of her toes but stayed planted on her side
of the aisle.
“I like your sketches.”
“Sketches?” Andrea put her elbows over the
page.
“I draw too.” He tossed his notebook on
top of hers and she caught it with her palm before it
slid of and onto the loor. She opened it up because
she was curious and lipped forward three pages. She
stared at herself on the page. Her eyes were staring
out towards her and they were deinitely her eyes.
She was smiling and she realized he must have been
looking at her yearbook picture, the one from last
year when she wore less makeup. She lipped forward
three more pages and it was a picture of Trevor with
his long black hair. She closed the book.
“So you draw people.” She forgot to be
quiet. he substitute teacher glared into the space
between Mac and Andrea.
“Yeah I guess.” Mac whispered. Andrea nod
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ded and pretended to focus her attention back on the
movie.
“Can I have my notebook back?” Mac was
leaning over the aisle so that his lips were almost
touching her ear. One of Andrea’s elbows was planted
into the cover, and she was resting her chin in her
cupped hands. Embarrassed, she passed the composition book onto his desk even though his hand was
waiting. he bell rang before the documentary ended
so everyone stood up and rushed to leave the dark
room where the movie was still playing without ever
saying a word to the substitute teacher.
***
Andrea’s parents were both home worrying
over some papers on the table. hey asked Andrea
to sit down, across from them, and they showed her
a picture of an ultrasound. here was a head and
miniature arms and legs. It looked like a small ghost
in the womb.
“Are you having a baby?” Andrea sounded
more appalled than she meant to.
“No.” Andrea’s mother touched the corner
of the picture with her pointer inger and said, “I
guess it will just be us three.” She ofered out her two
hands and Andrea and her father each held one.
he ghosts in Andrea’s room were so close
around her that night that she thought they were
going to push all of the air out of her lungs. She held
her arms over her chest and attempted to squeeze
them out of her eyes, but it was diicult to sleep in a
room full of ghosts.
Her alarm never went of in the morning.
Maybe she had forgotten to set it or maybe it was
broken, but in the morning when she woke up the
clock was still working and it told her the time was
twelve past nine. She jumped out of bed without
waiting a minute and gathered her things for school.
She had slept through all of Geometry and her
homework felt heavy inside her. Andrea decided her
parents must still be asleep too because nothing had
moved since last night in the kitchen. he ultrasound
picture was still on the table and no one had washed
the two glasses of wine. he dregs of red wine had
dried to the crease in the glass where the thin stem
meets the glass chamber, left out on the counter all
night. She washed them three times before she went
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to school.
Mac gave Andrea a drawing of herself when
she dropped into the desk next to his. She was late
for English, and the only seat saved was next to Mac.
He slid it onto her lap, and she had to unfold it a
few times in order to see what it was. In the picture,
she was sitting under a tree with birds pecking the
ground around her. Some had worms hanging out of
their mouths, and some were pecking right into the
roots of the tree.
Andrea smoothed the folds out on her desk and
slipped it into the front of her notebook.
When she walked into the kitchen, her
mother was staring out of the half window through
the lace curtain. It was raining outside and Andrea’s
tee shirt was stuck to her stomach. She dropped her
slushy backpack on the tiles next to the trash and
walked over to her mother.
Andrea could feel the ghosts that night.
hey felt cold around her face even when she rolled
onto her other side. hey were touching her cheek;
they were going to crawl through her teeth. She got
out of bed and went down to the kitchen. A slice of
moonlight fell on the loor. Andrea poured a glass
of water and then poured it back out into the sink.
She poured another glass of water. She poured it
out again. She poured her third glass and let it pass
through her lips.
here were always crows in the backyard in
the mornings. Andrea counted to three. To three. To
three.

Abby Wigdale
untitled
print

Abby Wigdale
untitled
installation
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Andrej Blazhevski
“EMBODIEDCOGNITION”
installation

Nick Watkins
“he Space Between Us”
installation
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Quang Vu
untitled
wood and laquer paint
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qLiz EllingerlWQ
“puqqqsh/pull”
monoqqqeasdkjfdsafprints and oil
paint on cotton

Letter from the Editors
Dear CC Community,

As a Colorado College student publication, the Leviathan inds it critical to reject the racist,
anti-black, trans-antagonistic, sexist, and hateful message directed towards students and faculty of color this past month. We will not tolerate the bigotry and white supremacy imbued
in the email. We also recognize how those words rest upon a deep-rooted legacy of discrimination that has afected marginalized students at every level––from representation, to mental
health access, and to daily interactions. We acknowledge the pain, fear, and anger you feel.
We support you.
Art has always allowed people to heal, call to action, vent, share, and enlighten. Traditionally,
the fourth issue of the year is limited to departmental award winners and senior art theses.
For this issue, however, we called upon student artists, writers, photographers, spoken word
poets, sculptors, lyricists, designers––anyone who creates––to submit work in response to the
derogatory email. We opened up these pages for all students, no matter their race, gender,
sexuality, ability, socioeconomic class, or political identity. he following pieces are what we
received.
he Leviathan has been a historically white magazine on campus, both in its culture and its
representation. Although this issue attempts to respond to a blatant manifestation of racism
at CC, the Leviathan staf recognizes its past failures to engage with the ways the magazine
upholds white supremacy. We hope to serve as a platform for underrepresented voices––
today, and in the future.

Sincerely,
he Leviathan Editors
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poem that would make you weep with long hair goodbye goodbye

I sought after
sundered
thronged cruel songs
muttered death
diminished hums from the
dread ground–
I was born in knots.
ripened in swamp
a pool mouthing
blackened Mist
tinged with grim bone sin
Histories froth at the mouth
Drip heretic sweat
I bark at hicks who
ilth hysteria on my skin.

by Maya Day
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he College Gay
We woke up that morning to 3 strange men tearing the loors out of the living room.
here had been kissing.
hat night, I had asked her, “do you think we’re in love?”
To which she replied, “well yeah, duh. kinda. I think.”
We woke up that morning to 3 strange men tearing the loors out of the living room.
I always thought it would take something of that sort to bring this to the surface.
A sort of savagery—
a violent remodeling of self.
Psychological destruction.
I’m staring at the ceiling, wondering what will happen next.
Contemplating whether the demolitionists could tear down my walls, too.

by Leah Cifolillo
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Unlearning Racism, Learning Solidarity:
A Call to Radical Anti-Capitalist Organizing

Anonymous

Opening Quote: “Radical simply means grasping things at the root.” ––Angela Davis
Flashback, October, 2015: At the same time my dear roommate is thinking of
transferring during her irst semester at Colorado College because of anonymous
anti-black commentary online, a friend from high school who attends Oberlin
College is posting their Black Student Union’s list of demands to their systematically
racist administration.
Flashforward, April, 2018: A similar open letter is being necessarily circulated at
CC––and go igure. With fascism and white nationalism on the rise in this country,
anti-blackness rears its ugly head in twisted new forms, and college campuses are
not, nor ever have been, immune.
Reference: In the letter, BSU members write “Colorado College must either become
an anti-racist institution, a place where students are required to understand the
complexities of white supremacy and patriarchy as part of their education, or the
college must stop claiming to be a welcoming and diverse environment for students
of color.” I clearly remember reading similar language in the open letter from my
Oberlin comrades, as well as in the petition to diversify the curriculum that was
written and circulated by CC students in the spring of 2015.
Follow-up: Now, in order for CC to become an anti-racist institution, it must
continue to hire and support faculty that teach anti-racist curriculum, correct? Yep.
And if we refer to Malcom X, we remember that “you can’t have capitalism without
racism.” hus, we can’t have anti-racism without anti-capitalism.
Personal Truth: My experience at CC has been one of continued sufering in the
capitalist machine.
Wherein students like myself go hungry for lack of meal plan money, yet Bon
Appetit throws out pounds of food waste every day. (Parallel: the American food
system.)
Wherein we’re frankly forced into a weird form of serfdom, borrowing a fortune
from the government just to live on campus for three years, as is strictly required.
(PSA: it doesn’t foster community. It just makes us more bitter.) (Parallel: housing
discrimination, the mortgage crisis and settler colonialism in general, i.e.
capitalizing on stolen land.)
Wherein if your loans max out, you have to drop out of class and work for the
administration because it’s the only sensible job opportunity available. (his has
happened. Recently.) (Parallel: the economy in general, am I right? Work for the
machine or remain poor forever.)
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Statement: Colorado College is a white institution with the intent to increase its
endowment so as to be more competitive in the private college market. hat’s why it
has been invested in fossil fuels, private prisons, and other racist infrastructure for
years. Students had to protest for months in the late ‘80s just to get CC to divest from
the South African Apartheid.
Context: Granted, colleges and universities have always been centers of political
action. By their nature they are hubs for intellectuals to develop liberation
philosophies and enact academic thought into concrete transformation. hough it
may be particularly diicult to do so at CC, with so much unfathomable bureaucracy
and rich white complacency, it is arguably more crucial than ever that we build
networks of resistance and make our necessary demands.
Anecdote: I was fortunate enough to be introduced to anti-racist scholarship in high
school. Growing up in a historically racist city plagued by white light, subsequent
gentriication and horrendous police brutality (St. Louis, MO), the issue continues to
afect my community directly. And poverty has always been a part of my life, so
arriving at CC and bonding with other marginalized students was a vital component
of my initial experience, and continues to help me through my college career.
Insight: Constantly seeking empowerment has lead me to where I am today. Quite
ironically, being a student at CC is a huge part of what has radicalized me. he
professors and friends I’m lucky enough to have met have been authentic with me in
times when I’ve needed it most, and in that way we’ve become comrades in the
struggle to resist further marginalization at CC. I take whatever frustrations I have
as a hungry, broke-ass, cisgender white woman and amplify them ininitely to even
begin to empathize with people of color and LGBTQIA+ people on this campus and
beyond.
Summary: he grand irony of institutions like Colorado College is that their very
cog-like machinery, when questioned through the power of education, begins to
crumble. Just like capitalism itself, the marketing tactics of a private entity like CC
can lead to self-demise simply through a rising consciousness of the people
involved. When CC admits marginalized students and fails to provide an equitable
environment for them, those very students are bound to revolt. And that’s exactly
what we’re doing. You’d better believe we’re going to take our experiences here,
storm out with our hard-earned degrees, and conquer injustice at the root.
Closing quote: “As far as I’m concerned, ‘liberal’ is the most meaningless word in the
dictionary. History has shown me that as long as some white middle-class people can live
high on the hog, take vacations to Europe, send their children to private schools, and reap the
beneits of their white skin privilege, then they are ‘liberal’. But when times get hard and
money gets tight, they pull of that liberal mask and you think you’re talking to Adolf Hitler.
hey feel sorry for the so-called underprivileged just as long as they can maintain their own
privileges.”
––Assata Shakur
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Self Portrait as a Subaru (inspired by...)

She says, So which one are you? Do you like boys or girls?
I say, go drive a Subaru, dyke.
Subarus are the only thing we’re good for, right?
But now it’s time for her to feel this stick shift up her ass.
he sound of tires whirring in mud will burst through her ears
And the smell of burning tires will whip up her nose and never
drip out.
hen the car will crunch into a little pancake.
Her life will end this way, and feelings of relief and feelings of
despair
will smack into each other hard.
But no one will come running.
No sirens will sound.
So Subarus must hate men.
hey’ve probably never even been touched by one.
If they had, things would be diferent; so I know they haven’t.
Subarus watch “he L Word” and Subarus will never be discontinued.
But that’s ok because, after all, it’s just a phase.

by Remi Shore
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untitled
growin up then, grandpa showed me a rhythm.
growin up then, grandpa showed me a rhyme.
he had a special way of talkin to little children.
he had a special way of openin up your mind.
growin up then, pa wa’ stuck in a prison.
growin up then ma wa’ stuck in her mind.
growin up now may my sins be forgiven,
when all that i can say is “nigga fuck yo time!”
white man, fuck your truth.
had me on the killin’ lo’,
now i’m burnin the roof.
call me john the conqueror,
or you can call me the roots.
i be blowin on a chord
while she pourin the goose.
i will never be ignored.
i’ve got silence fo’ proof.
i’m the phantom at ya do’.
i’m the neck on the noose.
i’ve got bullets in my back
n my face on the news.
empty voices on a track,
it’s the body you lose.
blam!

by Miles Lamar Lowe
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my words end here.
my jaw deft iron.
my logic prison.
my fear systemic.
me, the henchman,
hustler, prostitute,
junkie, cockroach,
beneath the sole immaculate.

by Miles Lamar Lowe
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Emma Gonzalez
“ladle lady”
brass sculpture
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